Dive and Discover Word Search #1

Words can be horizontal, diagonal, vertical, and backwards. Drag your mouse over the word from beginning to end. Good Luck!

1. Camper [CAMPER]
2. Jaguar [JAGUAR]
3. Puma [PUMA]
4. Oden [ODEN]
5. Arctic [ARCTIC]
6. Hydrothermal [HYDROTHERMAL]
7. Polar [POLAR]
8. Oceanography [OCEANOGRAPHY]
9. Seismic [SEISMIC]
10. Volcano [VOLCANO]
11. Underwater [UNDERWATER]
12. Autonomous [AUTONOMOUS]
13. Gakkel Ridge [GAKKELRIDGE]
14. Expedition [EXPEDITION]
15. Hydraulic [HYDRAULIC]
16. Organism [ORGANISM]
17. Scientists [SCIENTISTS]
18. Mission [MISSION]
19. WHOI [WHOI]
20. NASA [NASA]
21. NSF [NSF]
22. Sensors [SENSORS]
23. Deployment [DEPLOYMENT]
24. AUV [AUV]
25. Challenge [CHALLENGE]
26. Deep [DEEP]
27. Ice [ICE]
28. Plume [PLUME]
29. CTD [CTD]
30. Vent [VENT]